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2 Pregalactic Black Holes
of primordial MBHs are the main focus of this Letter.
2. THE FATE OF VMS
The evolution and stability of zero{metallicity VMS
(Z = 0;m = 120{300 M

) have been recently investigated
by Fryer, Woosley, & Heger (2000) and Barae, Heger,
& Woosley (2000). Above 100 M

, main sequence stars
of Pop I composition are known to be vibrationally un-
stable to nuclear{powered radial pulsations, an instability
which leads to substantial mass loss. In Z = 0 VMS,
however, the eciency of these instabilities appears to be
greatly reduced relative to their metal{rich counterparts
due to their hotter cores (Barae et al. 2000). Since, at
zero metallicity, mass loss through radiatively{driven stel-
lar winds is also expected to be negligible (Kudritzki 2000),
Pop III stars may actually die losing only a small fraction









(helium cores below about
150 M

) will encounter the electron{positron pair insta-
bility and disappear in a giant nuclear{powered explosion,
leaving no compact remnants. In still heavier stars, how-
ever, oxygen and silicon burning is unable to drive an ex-
plosion, and complete collapse to a black hole will occur
(Fryer et al. 2000; Bond et al. 1984).
3. FORMATION OF PREGALACTIC MBHs
While considerable uncertainties still remain on the
characteristic mass or mass spectrum of the rst luminous
objects, there is growing theoretical basis for considering
the possibility that a population of metal{free stars with
masses larger than 250 M

formed in the minihalos that
populated the universe at high redshifts. After 2 Myr such
a star would have collapsed to a MBH containing at least
half of the initial stellar mass (Fryer et al. 2000).










, and rms mass uctuation normal-
ized at present to 
8
= 0:63 on spheres of 8h
 1
Mpc,








lapsing at z = 22 from 3{ uctuations. A halo of mass
M at this epoch is characterized by a virial radius (i.e.
the radius of the sphere encompassing a mean overden-







, and a circular velocity
V
c







. The gas collapsing along
with the dark matter perturbation will be shock heated















the mean molecular weight. The total gas mass fraction
within the virial radius is equal initially to the baryonic








= 0:02 . Also, in
a gaussian theory, halos more massive than the 3{ peaks
contain 0.3% of the mass of the universe. Assuming only






forms in each of the






















of the nucleosynthetic baryons would end up in pregalac-
tic MBHs. Interestingly, this is comparable to the mass






























is the critical density today and we have taken
for 
smbh
the value recently inferred by Merritt & Fer-
rarese (2000). If an extreme top{heavy IMF is linked,
as suggested by numerical simulations, to primordial H
2
chemistry and cooling, then it seems unlikely that the for-
mation of MBHs from zero{metallicity VMS could be a
much more ecient process, since:
(1) Metal{free VMS emit about 10
48
photons per sec-
ond per solar mass of stars in the Lyman{Werner (LW,
11.2{13.6 eV) bands (Bromm, Kudritzki, & Loeb 2000).













a few LW photons per baryon in the
universe from the 3{ peaks alone. Radiation in the LW
bands will photo{dissociate H
2
elsewhere within the host
halo via the Solomon process (Omukai & Nishi 1999), es-
cape into the intergalactic medium (IGM), and form a
soft UV cosmic background which suppresses molecular
cooling throughout the universe (Haiman, Rees, & Loeb
1997), except perhaps in the cores of already collapsing
clouds where H
2
self{shielding may be important. This
background would inhibit the formation of a much more






minihalos at z = 14 when they collapse from 2{ uctua-
tions (containing 5% of the mass of the universe).
(2) The same VMS in the 3{ peaks also emit similar
amounts of Lyman{continuum photons, again about 10
5
per stellar baryon (this is

>
20 times higher than the corre-
sponding number for a stellar population with a standard
Salpeter IMF). Photoionization by an internal UV source
or a nearby external one will heat the gas inside a mini-
halo to a temperature of 10
4
K, leading to the photoevap-
oration of baryons out of their hosts. A few H{ionizing
photons per nucleosynthetic baryon may not be enough
to photoevaporate all minihalos and reionize the universe
by these early times (Haiman, Abel, & Madau 2001), an
event which must likely wait for the formation, collapse,
and cooling of the more numerous 2 and 1{ peaks or
of halos with higher mass. After the reionization epoch
further fragmentation and star formation is only possible






K, where pressure support is reduced and gas
can condense due to atomic line cooling.








are predicted to make pair{instability supernovae with ex-
plosion (kinetic) energies of up to 10
53
erg. This is typi-














Minihalos will then be completely disrupted (`blown{
away') by such energetic events, metal{enriched material
will be returned to the IGM (e.g. Madau, Ferrara, & Rees
4

















. It corresponds instead to the minimum mass threshold for baryonic condensation: above this mass the H
2
cooling time is
shorter than the Hubble time at virialization, the baryonic material in the central regions becomes self{gravitating, and stars can form. Recent




(h = 0:65) at z = 20.
Madau & Rees 3
2000) and later collect in the cores of more massive halos
formed by subsequent mergers, where a `second' genera-
tion of stars may now be able to form with an IMF which
is less biased towards very high stellar masses.
4. PREGALACTIC MBHs IN GALAXY BULGES
In hierarchical cosmogonies the very rst stars formed
in high{ peaks and hence their remnants are predicted
to be strongly clustered on galaxy scales. The expected
abundance of MBHs { assuming they behave similarly to
collisionless dark matter particles { is then a function of
the environment, being higher (positively `biased') within
a massive galaxy bulge that collapsed at early times, and
lower (`antibiased') within a dwarf galaxy collapsing at the
present{epoch (White & Springel 2000; Miralda{Escude
2000). This eect can be quite easily quantied within
the extended Press{Schechter formalismby computing the
average number of progenitor minihalos at redshift z in a
unit range of lnM which will have merged at a later time
z
0














































) is the variance of
the linear power spectrum at z = 0 smoothed with a `top{




= 1:686 is the usual
critical overdensity for spherical collapse in an Einstein{














the `heights' of the nal density eld in






















< 1. A minihalo will collapse sooner





leading to an enhanced abundance of MBHs with respect
to the mean. The bias is expected to be weak, e.g., in












this collapsed at z
0
= 0:8 from a 1{ uctuation. In







halos formed at z = 22 from 3{ uctuations, that be-
come part of our model Milky Way at z
0
, would actu-
ally correspond to a density peak equal to 2.84 times the
rms, or an enhancement of only a factor 1.6 relative to
the mean. On the other hand, in a galaxy bulge of to-
tal mass M
0










to collapse at z
0
= 3:5 from a 2{ uctuation, the abun-
dance of minihalos would actually correspond to a density
peak equal to 2.5 times the rms, or an enhancement fac-
tor of about 4. Figure 1 shows the number of minihalos
{ hence of MBHs { of mass M formed at dierent red-






















similar to the halo (bulge) of the Milky Way.
5. PREGALACTIC MBHs IN GALAXY NUCLEI
We have shown that, if current structure formation the-
ories are correct and the primordial IMF was extremely
top{heavy, a large number of MBHs { the remnants of pre-
galactic VMS born at very high redshifts in rare high{
peaks { is expected to populate the bulges of present{day
galaxies. As they get incorporated through hierarchical
merging into more massive halos, these MBHs will be sur-
rounded by dense baryonic (stars+gas) cores which will
be gradually dragged into the center by dynamical friction
against the visible and dark matter background. Dynami-
cal friction will favor accretion of larger mass subunits and
infalling satellites with low initial angular momenta (high
eccentricities): the cores will merge and undergo violent
relaxation.
Fig. 1.| Mass function of minihalos formed at z = 15;20;25
which, by the later time z
0
, will have merged into a more massive
halo of total mass M
0






















Consider now the fate of a population of  5,000 MBHs
in the bulge of a `Milky Way' galaxy. We assume that
the bulge mass { M
bulge







= 1:5 kpc { is dominated by stars distributed














. In our model
this density prole is composed of stars, stellar remnants
(including low{mass black holes), and primordial MBHs.
Because of their large mass, MBHs `relax' much faster than
ordinary stars and mass segregation occurs owing to dy-







































(e.g. Binney & Tremaine 1987; Begelman, Blandford, &
Rees 1980). Equation (5) with a Coulomb logarithm of









pc will spiral into
the center in less than a Hubble time. A central cluster
of N
mbh
























4 Pregalactic Black Holes
is currently of order two holes per Gyr per galaxy. Here the
precise numbers depend on the stellar density prole and
velocity distribution in the inner regions, and on the hole
mass. Any increase in dynamical friction due to extra ma-
terial (gas or dark matter) associated with the hole, either
at the present{epoch or { perhaps more likely { during the
assembly of the halo from smaller units, would enhance the
central concentration and the number of MBHs near the
nucleus.
The presence of a small central cluster of pregalactic
MBHs would have several interesting observational con-
sequences, which will be discussed in details in a sub-
sequent paper. Here we just want to point out that a
close encounter may result in the tidal capture of an or-




by a MBH, and the formation of a close binary sys-
tem. Tidal capture occurs in galaxy cores whenever a
















capture cross{section can be computed from the require-








is larger than the relative energy of the pair at inn-









), which is only a
small fraction of the kinetic energy available at closest






















is the escape velocity at stel-
lar surfacer. The cross{section leading to an encounter
















Pringle, & Rees 1975), in good agreement with that de-
rived by a detailed computation of the amount of energy
deposited into oscillatory modes during a close encounter
with a n = 1:5 polytrope (Kim & Lee 1999). For an
isothermal stellar distribution with one{dimensional ve-






















































, one derives a rate
of one capture every 10
7
yr. The time a MBH would
have to wait before tidally capturing a star is, assum-

















, and shorter than the capture






cause of the high velocity dispersion, the binaries formed in
galaxy centers will be much closer than those formed in the
cores of globular clusters. Indeed, close encounters leading













 600 km s
 1
)






, tidal eects dur-
ing each subsequent periastron passage will tend to circu-
larize the orbit, and the high tidal luminositywill cause the
star to expand and overow its Roche lobe. Thus we can
reasonably expect that tidally{captured stars will undergo
some form of rapid mass loss (disruption) or mass trans-
fer. If the debris are accreted with high radiative eciency
by the MBH, then this may naturally lead to an o{center
(`non{AGN') source with a peak X{ray luminosity close to


















Non{nuclear compact X{ray sources with such high lumi-
nosities have been observed, e.g., by ROSAT (Roberts &
Warwick 2000).
Finally, we draw attention to the fact that MBHs sinking
towards the center may be captured by the supermassive
black hole (SMBH) in the nucleus and removed from the
cluster as they diuse into low{angular momentum `loss{
cone' orbits. They would then be swallowed either by di-
rect scattering into the SMBH or by gradual shrinking of
their orbits due to gravitational wave emission. The case
for stellar holes has been discussed by Sigurdsson & Rees
(1997) and Miralda{Escude & Gould (2000). The rate of
orbit decay through gravitational radiation is proportional
to m

, and so is the characteristic strain amplitude of a
wave emitted by a MBH in a given orbit around a SMBH of




). The capture of a 150 M








be detectable by the planned Laser Interferometer Space
Antenna (LISA) out to high redshifts.
We have beneted from informative discussions with A.
Ferrara, X. Hernandez, M. Salvati, and S. Woosley. Sup-
port for this work was provided by NASA through ATP
grant NAG5{4236 and a B. Rossi Visiting Fellowship at
the Observatory of Arcetri (P.M.), by the Royal Society
(M.J.R.), and by the EC RTN network \The Physics of
the Intergalactic Medium".
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